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Invitation to live press conference - Victoria 
Woyland, Vice President Volvo Group takes a 
seat as a regular member of Ekobot's Board

Welcome to a live press conference with Ekobot AB and Victoria Woyland from Volvo Group, 
connected solutions. During the meeting, a presentation will be made of the nomination 
committee's proposal for a new member of the board of directors, Victoria Woyland. Ekobot's 
and CEO Erik Jonuks will also provide a status update for 2021.

Participants: 
Erik Jonuk's CEO Ekobot AB 
Victoria Woyland Vice President Volvo Group connected solutions
Thomas Lindgren Chairman Ekobot AB

The press conference begins on Tuesday, June 29, at 10:00. Participation in live press conferences 
with the opportunity to ask questions is reported to erik.jonuks@ekobot.se

It will also be possible to follow the press conference live via the link below. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=XhWgAP4EZ6Y

The press conference is mainly held in Swedish with the opportunity to ask questions in English.

10.00 CEO Erik Jonuks + Chairman Thomas Lindgren Welcomes

10.05 Presentation Victoria Woyland, Volvo group connected solutions

10.15 Q&A Victoria Woyland

10.25 Status reporting - CEO Erik Jonuks

10.35 Q&A from audience

10.45 Ending press conference 

Contacts

Erik Jonuks
CEO/ VD Ekobot AB - Autonomous precision agriculture
erik.jonuks@ekobot.se
+46 703 850 890
Homepage
Linkedin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhWgAP4EZ6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhWgAP4EZ6Y
http://www.ekobot.se
https://www.linkedin.com/company/42160655/admin/
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About Ekobot

Ekobot is the result of the founder Ulf Nordbeck's thoughts and desire to combine robotics and 
healthy sustainable food production. Ekobot's goal is to be able to offer practical and sustainable 
solutions to agricultural issues while reducing workload with autonomous tools for vegetable 
farmers. Ekobot has grown and combined today a team of experts in agricultural robotics with 
shareholders who share their convictions and understand the challenges of start-ups.
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